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OPTIONS (TECHNICAL DATA) 

Water filter - Combination matrix  

  

Filter pressure drops  
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OPTIONS (TECHNICAL DATA) 

 Note 
- the above curves are referred to the discharge head of the pump only, not including pressure drops in the unit 
- when using mixture of water and glycol please contact the factory as above specification can change 
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OPTIONS (TECHNICAL DATA) 
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OPTIONS (TECHNICAL DATA) 

How to calculate the overall chiller water side pressure drops (pump by others)  

 In order to calculate the overall pressure drops introduced by the chiller in an installation  the following points have to be considered: 
- The pressure drop value showed in CSS (Chiller Selection Software) are referred to chiller’s evaporator only 
- This multiscroll series is not equipped as standard with water filter. The filter is selectable as option and mounted externally from 
the unit. 

 Overall chiller pressure drops = evaporator  [kPa]  + Filter pressure drop  [kPa] 
 
a) Select the chiller with CSS tool, you get easily the design water flow rate and the corresponding ‘evaporator pressure drops’ value 
(in CSS tool kPa figures are referred to evaporator only). 
b) Refer to table “Water filter and piping diameter - Combination Matrix” to know what filter size and piping diameter correspond to 
the selected chiller. 
c) Considering the design flow rate and water filter size and piping diameter, from graph “Filter pressure drops" get the 
corresponding kPa value. 
d) By adding the values at point a and c, ‘Overall chiller pressure drops’ figure is got. 

How to calculate the chiller external available pressure head with Single/Twin pumps kit option 
(factory supplied)  

 In order to calculate the chiller external available pressure head with Single pumps kit option (factory supplied) the following points 
have to be considered: 
-The pressure drop values showed in CSS (Chiller Selection Software) are referred to chiller's evaporator only. 
- This multiscroll series is not equipped as standard with water filter. The filter is selectable as option and mounted externally from the 
unit. 
Chiller external available pressure head = pump discharge head [kPa] – evaporator pressure drop [kPa] –Single/Twin pumps kit 
pressure drop (including filter) [kPa] 
a) Select the pump characteristic from the graph (refer to the Technical information table in order to get the pump curve corresponding 
to the selected unit) and get the corresponding 'Pump Discharge Head'. 
b) Select the chiller with CSS tool at design conditions, you get easily the design water flow rate and the corresponding “evaporator 
pressure drop” (in CSS tool kPa figures are referred to evaporator only) 
c) If the option 115 “Water filter” has been selected, considering the design flow rate and water filter size from the Filter combination 
matxix, from graph “Filter pressure drops" get the corresponding kPa value. 
f) By considering the values at point a, b and c you can easily calculate the chiller external available pressure head as pump discharge 
head – evaporator pressure drop – filter pressure drop. 
Note: when using mixture of water and glycol please contact the factory as above specification could change 
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